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SECTION 1: PROJECT DESCRIPTION - PROPOSER EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The City of Key West issued RFP 006-19 which states the specific need to secure a professional organization to                   

produce, manage and grow the Key West World Championship event for the next five years. 

 

Race World Offshore, LLC is the Key West based sanctioning body designed to bring an exceptional economic                 

impact of $50 million by year five, a highly competitive racing environment and superior community value through                 

the use of local vendors and integrating hands on activities with the community. 

 

The observed complacency found today and throughout the last 8 years, blocks innovation and suppresses capital                

improvements needed for the events. The resulting powerboat racing industry is in an unorganized state with little                 

opportunity to grow as it has been demonstrated by flat to declining impact data for the last 5 years. Issuing public                     

no trespass warnings to key industry people and not allowing open vendor participation has created a large divide,                  

thereby contributing to the reduced numbers. For years, other race promoters have been allowing their family                

members to race and act as Race Officials or Technical Inspectors, a clear violation of trust by all stakeholders. 

 

The solution to address these ills, integrate the community and grow the event, comes directly from Race World                  

Offshore (RWO). Its management team begins with the understanding that they all came from having managed                

many previous Key West race events and dozens of other venues. They are a highly innovative team with the core                    

knowledge of racing, promotions, events and specifically; significant hands on experience at the Key West races at                 

all levels of management and race operations. 

 

Mr. Larry Bleil, Race World Offshore President, successfully negotiated the first five-year term contract on behalf of                 

Conch Republic Offshore Powerboat Racing Association in 2009 and obtained the second five-year term contract               

on behalf of Super Boat International which has now elapsed. Bleil and his RWO management team have                 

addressed the RFP and provide these key new elements: 

 

● Opening Ceremony in the Truman Waterfront Park (TWP) Amphitheater: city officials, dignitaries, musical             

guests, race teams and KWHS band with military flyover during national anthem 

● Special salute to official start of race week with conch shell blowing and official Key West flag 

● TV, livestream, social, international and local and national media coverage 

● Integration of the Florida Powerboat Club 

● Technical boat inspections in one location and use of innovative EZPASS system to streamline 

● Reverse race course direction for improved safety and viewing by many more spectators 

● TWP Amphitheater music event on Thursday 

● Race week Vendor Village established in TWP for local groups to spread their word and show off 

● Community boat building and race event on Saturday open to all 

● Wednesday and Friday races become uniquely branded race events each with an instant awards              

ceremony on RWO podium out on the Outer Mole. 

● Race World Offshore Sunday Closing Ceremonies in TWP Amphitheater 

● Awards Ceremony Presentation in the TWP Amphitheater capturing the fans as they leave the Outer Mole                

with music to entertain them as the racers make their way to the podium. 

 

The RWO financial commitment to the City of Key West is a 180 degree difference from previous years. Zero out of                     

pocket for City services and a fair risk managed approach to revenue sharing on gate admission sales and other                   

revenue income streams. RWO is the quality management group bringing solutions to the City for a win-win series                  

of events in Key West.  
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The opportunity is being presented to the City of Key West to entrust the next 5 years of race events to Race World                       

Offshore for being the most qualified and has provided the most significant details of how they will get the job                    

done. RWO is the organization that will bring the most significant impact every November.  

Race World Offshore has a competitive advantage as no other organization in the depth of the management team                  

or the organization skills of a true quality management system, essential for planning. RWO truly enjoys making                 

people smile, respects and encourages diversity and they do the right things for the right reasons. 

The RWO model is simple; determine what the customers want, evaluate the risks and opportunities, create a                 

financial plan, organize the vendors and lay out the plan in a calendar format. Stick to the written racing rules and                     

procedures and empower the team to execute the plan. 

The RWO team is trained and has hands on and practical experience in racing, race promotion, marketing, media,                  

finance, sponsorships, military, USCG, Police, Fire and community involvement. The team is ready to respond. 

When the City of Key West awards the RFP to RWO, it would assure the promise of delivery will not only be met                       

and well documented, but it will be done with the pride and conviction of a determined and well-honed                  

management team. It is rare so many experts will gather in one place to make an event become epic. But that is                      

why you sign on Race World Offshore, because we care about the outcome for all stakeholders in a safe and                    

responsible manner.  
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1.1.2: RACE MANAGEMENT QUALIFICATIONS -  PROPOSER STRENGTH 

CITY OF KEY WEST SEEKS A STRATEGIC, CREATIVE AND PASSIONATE ASSOCIATION - Race World Offshore, LLC                

(RWO) was established by Larry Bleil, who resides in Key West, and is the premier organization, passionate about                  

producing highly competitive powerboat racing events while balancing the needs of the host community, racers,               

fans and the environment.  

In the ensuing pages, RWO will be sharing a comprehensive response to the formal RFP, which outlines what RWO                   

proposes, how we will be executing various elements and our approach to accomplishing the many tasks. 

Formed in 2017, RWO put on two races in the Great Lakes region of the country showcasing our experience and                    

determination while proving that we have what it takes to put on truly epic events. SBI’s former marketing and                   

communications director for 9 years, Rodrick Cox, is now RWO’s          

Chief Operating Officer. Rodrick implements new and innovative        

strategies, steering a team with decades of experience and         

maximizing the value for the host cities, teams and sponsors.          

Those tactics include streamlining online team and staff        

registration at venues, mass SMS texting updates and        

communication and modernizing the race boat inspection       

process. 

To attract teams and sponsors, RWO wrote and implements         

racing rules which focus on driver and course safety,         

competitiveness and sportsmanship. We perform technical and       

safety inspections at each race site, while adhering strictly to the RWO rules set forth. This advances RWO far                   

ahead of any other organization. RWO’s Director of Race Operations, Richard Dancisin, also formerly with SBI for                 

over 15 years as an inspector, Chief inspector and Chief Referee, has decades of offshore racing experience and                  

respect from racers. 

RWO will utilize available commercial air time slots to include promotion of the Key West World Championship                 

race as well as promote Key West as a quality tourist destination. This advertising will appeal to a national                   

audience and will provide considerable support of Key West and attract increased attendance of the event. 

RWO’s marketing strategies involve the fans and communities to create an energetic and interactive event in                

which everyone benefits. The newly completed Truman Waterfront Park is a shining example of the spirit and                 

dedication of Key West leadership and what can be done to improve the City. RWO will combine social media,                   

public relations and television advertising in a fan and racer-based campaign to bring the full value of the Truman                   

Waterfront Park into the public eye. Every RWO race, including the 39th Annual Key West World Championship                 

event, is a culmination of many activities and events rolled into one festival-like experience. RWO has, as evidence                  

from our success and referral letters, brought innovation and competitiveness to the sport while providing a                

superior outcome for all stakeholders.  

PROPOSER SHALL INCLUDE A SCHEDULE OF EVENTS - RWO is excited to start the 8 days of activities with the                    

World’s Fastest Boat Parade down Duval Street with boats, bands and special entries. The Key West World                 

Championship week will officially kick off with our opening ceremonies in The Truman Waterfront Amphitheater.               

Using the amphitheater, we have the opportunity to mimic (ancient Olympic Games) opening and closing               

ceremonies in a grand fashion. Given the opportunity to use such a beautiful structure, we will be able to                   

incorporate a full array of activities including guest speakers, celebrities, special guests, past champions, and of                

course, our offshore race teams participating in the Key West World Championship. 
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Below is a schedule of events for each day, depicting all the events, start times, new activities, creation of the                    

Vendor Villages, race times and much more. RWO is honored to have many local groups and organizations                 

interested in being a part of this special event. 

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
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PROPOSER SHALL INCLUDE A PREVIOUS SAFETY PLAN - Below is RWO’s most recent rescue and safety incident                 

action report, submitted to the City of Dunkirk and Tom Block with Chautauqua County Sheriff's Office. You'll find a                   

detailed 3-day safety and rescue plan. This includes assignments, on course Standard Operating Procedures and               

responsibilities, a detailed schedule, rescue and safety boat locations and tactical responsibilities and a detailed               

account of response actions in case there's an incident on the race course. A similar plan, currently in preparation,                   

will be implemented in Key West and will be performed by our medical, safety and rescue members and                  

coordinated by our local team, led by Robert Allen. 
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PROPOSER METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH 

Race World Offshore LLC, (RWO) has developed a proven methodology and approach for successful boat racing                

events which engage the race fans and energize the race teams in a safe and consistent fashion. This methodology                   

is a culmination of the vast RWO team experience and a program of acting on many small details that have been                     

problematic over the years for other organizations. RWO includes experienced personnel, who have been              

exposed to unresolved problems, complaints and lack of action in the past. From this experience, a unique and                  

effective methodology is what defines RWO. 

KEY DISCIPLINES OF RWO METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH 

● Evaluate the needs and requirements of Key West as the host city. 

● Identify and understand who the customers are and what is expected to achieve the highest level of                 

satisfaction with the RWO team empowered to make incremental improvements. 

● Determine the best possible local vendors to provide products and services for the event. 

● Developed and implemented the first complete online race registration forms and payment to streamline              

and reduce waiting time and stress for race teams at race sites. 

● Developed and implemented a new and efficient approach to the medical and technical inspections, 
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taking place in one central location and requiring the teams to bring their boat to inspection rather than                  

the inspection teams roaming around the site.  

● A new and unique document called ‘EZPASS’ is provided to each team upon arriving at the race site. That                   

EZPASS document has a listing of key event information, contacts and a group text ‘sign up’ to receive                  

group text messages. This instant communication provides invaluable information allowing all ‘signed in’             

stakeholders to have rapid and pertinent information creating the highest level of satisfaction. The              

EZPASS document itself became central to RWO’s administration of their rules and procedures; a              

testament to RWO’s experienced team. 

● RWO utilizes Larry Bleil’s 10+ years as a pro racer himself and 10+ years of experience as President of                   

CROPRA (Conch Republic Offshore Powerboat Racing Association) putting on this historic boat racing             

event in Key West. The promotion, planning, budgeting and vast number of local Key West resources                

allows RWO to create and execute a winning plan. 

● RWO leverages the talent and experience of Robert Allen, MCSO Deputy, retired KWPD with a long and                 

storied history of success serving the City of Key West. Robert’s event experience and approach to safety                 

plans has proven success. 

● RWO works to create community involvement by offering Non Profit, Not for Profit, Religious,              

Community, Historic, Environmental and Educational organizations the first opportunity to have a 10’ x              

10’ booth in the Truman Waterfront Park during the event. This informal community serves well towards                

networking and outreach which may not have been otherwise possible. 

● RWO involves local school participation with FKCC and KWHS educational organizations. 

● RWO has developed a unique community involvement approach with a boat building contest, designed to               

bring multiple diverse groups to the Truman Waterfront Park and interact in a friendly, competitive and                

fun event. 

● RWO has openly invited sponsors from a culturally diverse and wide cross-section of organizations and               

businesses domestically and internationally. Previous race organizations could rarely agree on the needs             

of potential sponsors or what they represented. RWO is nondiscriminatory regardless of race, religion,              

identity, political or cultural beliefs.  

SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCES AND RISK MANAGEMENT FOR RWO EVENTS 

Risks and opportunities for the event are identified and categorized based on severity and likelihood. The RWO                 

team clearly has the view of the highest risks and sets a priority to reduce those risks which is proven to relate to                       

the highest level of satisfaction. It is this methodology which RWO utilizes to take on identified items. Therefore,                  

RWO’s seasoned and experienced team can apply logic and have the discipline to make necessary changes to                 

improve, not only the race event, but ultimately, the industry itself. 

The assessments and actions taken become embodied into the organizational structure at RWO. With these best                

practices and policies, Race World Offshore is unencumbered by any lawsuits, litigation or current court               

proceedings.  

This process of incremental improvement is the core methodology RWO utilizes and it has become the RWO                 

Quality Policy: 

Race World Offshore, LLC shall provide competitive and safe offshore powerboat racing events to              

the satisfaction of customers and stakeholders through empowering its staff and continually            

improving through a stringent quality management system of operations. 

The RWO team has leveraged a broad range of business and government experience with a strong background of                  

financial and organizational experience. The backgrounds and experience of the RWO staff come from Military,               

Fire, Police, USCG, Aerospace, Marine, Construction Management, Media and Marketing. With respect to the years               

of experience in the field of offshore powerboat racing events, RWO has built an organization which provides a                  
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superior experience for all customers and stakeholders, one that would continually improve and be successful. 

The combined RWO team currently own and operate successful businesses with combined sales of over               

$20,000,000 per year with more than 35 employees. Negotiation of contracts and interaction with government               

agencies has been the hallmark of success with the RWO owners and staff. 

Once the risks have been prioritized and the budget has been set for a race event, the team utilizes a stringent                     

method of achieving their financial goals through an interactive process with vendors and agencies required for                

the event: 

● Create deliverables schedule 

● Create bid documents defining needs and expectations (criteria) 

● Solicit multiple offers 

● Review and qualify the offers and verify the validity and any insurance requirements 

● Award PO’s 

● Post award meeting and confirm schedule 

RWO team members, Lee Stanford, Robert Allen and Rodrick Cox have vast hands on experience working with                 

critical government agencies such as the USCG, National Guard, United States Army and Navy and Homeland                

Security, all critical to the success of the event. They have led multiple campaigns ensuring all parties are satisfied. 

In summary, the financial discipline and administration at RWO comes in the form of the methodology described in                  

conjunction with, generally accepted accounting practices. It is a requirement of RWO sponsors to submit and have                 

event and planning documentation approved.  

The RWO management plan is comprehensive and proprietary to RWO. In the history of offshore powerboat                

racing, there has never been a more qualified, experienced, well organized and successful team put together as                 

this RWO team. 

PROPOSER EXPERIENCE AND QUALIFICATIONS 

The foundation for the success of any company is an assembled team working together to create great things and,                   

in this case, produce successful events. RWO will highlight what are important areas of proven experience and                 

qualifications that makes RWO the standout proposer. 

Longtime resident of Key West and businessman, Larry Bleil, has been directly involved with offshore powerboat                

racing in Key West for over a decade. He was instrumental in securing both previous five-year contracts with the                   

City of Key West, the first on behalf for The Conch Republic Offshore Powerboat Racing Association (CROPRA) and                  

then for the second five-year contract for Super Boat International Productions. Bleil, the president of CROPRA,                

negotiated with the city on behalf of SBI, to keep offshore powerboat racing in Key West, and to solidify and build                     

a superior championship event which would draw racers and tourists from around the world. 

When the first 5-Year contract expired under the CROPRA umbrella, Bleil negotiated the second five-year contract                

and had it contracted under Super Boat International Productions. After a few years into the final 5 year contract,                   

Bleil believed the event could be better for the city, run more efficiently, include more teams and not just narrow                    

racing to a select group of classes. This would ensure a larger National and Global audience. 
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RACE WORLD OFFSHORE TEAM BIOS 

LARRY BLEIL 

➢ Key West resident over past 

30 years 

➢ Member of various boards 

➢ Past President St. Mary’s Star 

of the Seas PTA 

➢ Past President CROPRA 

➢ Past AYSO Soccer Coach 

➢ 10 Years Motorcycle Road 

Race Professional 

RACE WORLD  

➢ Founder & President 

➢ Race Producer 

➢ Race Site Development 

Larry Bleil, a long time resident of Key West, is          
the Founder and President of Race World       
Offshore. Worked for 22 years with the       
Spottswood Companies and was responsible for      
the development of resorts and buildings      
throughout the Florida Keys. Also, a long time        
motorcycle and Porsche endurance racer. Bleil      
worked with the City of Key West and associated         
boards to setup and design the Truman       
Waterfront Park with the boat races in mind. Past president of Conch            
Republic Offshore Powerboat Racing Association with the mission to         
keep boat racing in Key West. 10 years ago, CROPRA secured and held             
the first 5 year contract for Key West World Championships. Secured           
the 2nd 5 year contract in 2014 for SBI which was transferred to SBI to               
hold the contract and not CROPRA.  

RODRICK COX 

➢ Charlotte, NC 

➢ Business owner since 1998 

➢ 25 Years NASCAR Sports 

Marketing 

➢ 20 Years Offshore Sports 

Marketing 

➢ Created Multi-Year NASCAR 

Race Festival 

➢ Created Industry Leading 

Value Impact Report 

➢ Large Event Promoter 

➢ 9 Years Super Boat Agency of 

Record 

RACE WORLD  

➢ Chief Operating Officer  

Rodrick Cox is an entrepreneur and owner of the         
Cox Group in North Carolina. He started his        
business with his brother in 1998. His agency        
works with fortune 500 companies in NASCAR,       
NHRA, Offshore Racing, Professional Fishing as      
well as other sports and non-sports companies.       
Together, for over 25 years, they have vast        
experience in sports marketing, large event      
promotions, creative design and extensive work      
in brand management. His agency created the “Cox Report”, a media           
sponsorship valuation report sought after by corporations wanting        
value reporting of TV, magazines, newspapers, internet and social         
media of the athletes and sponsored programs. Since 2010, Cox Group           
was the agency of record for Super Boat designing their website, doing            
public relations, marketing and producing the Key West Race Program.          
Cox Group was the first to produce complete livestream coverage of           
offshore racing events and for SBI. In addition, Cox Group provided           
sponsorship collateral, ad design, liaison with NBC Sports and         
sponsorship fulfillment obligations. 

LEE STANFORD 

➢ Key West homeowner Since 

1974 

➢ Over 9 Years USCG Federal 

Advisory Committee 

➢ Gas Cartridge and Life Jacket 

Business Owner 

➢ 35 Years Marine Industry 

➢ Trained Firefighter  

➢ 7 Years SBI Inspector 

RACE WORLD  

➢ Senior Advisory Member 

➢ Sponsorship Development 

➢ SR. Technical Inspector 

Lee Stanford has been an owner at Key West By          
The Sea on South Roosevelt since 1974 and had         
maintained his boats at Oceanside Marina until       
its demise. Now, he boats out of Key West         
Harbour Yacht Club. His company produces gas       
cartridges for the inflatable life jackets as well as         
emergency strobe lights for boating safety. His       
35 years in the marine industry as well as 3          
terms (9+ years) serving on the USCG Federal        
Advisory Committee for fishing vessel safety has earned him a place in            
marine history. He is also on a Technical Standards committees for UL            
listed safety products. 
He is the lead Quality Manager for his ISO9001:2015 registered          
company specializing in risk management and organizational planning.        
During his 30 years in the fire service, he served as President for 7 years               
organizing events consisting of over 2,500 people and 70 different          
organizations.  
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RICHIE DANCISIN 

➢ 32 Yrs NJ State Police 

➢ Lieutenant CSI Unit 

➢ Distinguished Service Award 

➢ US Army Veteran 

➢ World and National Boat 

Racing Champion 

➢ APBA Inspector 

RACE WORLD  

➢ Directory of Race Operations 

➢ Official Meeting Director 

➢ Rules and Regulations 

Richard Dancisin retired in 2000 from the New        
Jersey State Police where he received numerous       
promotions, awards and special assignments     
during his 32 years of service. Also, a veteran         
powerboat racer dating back to 1984 where he        
started as a technician and throttleman for many        
teams. During his time in the boat, he acquired         
many wins in the APBA, US Offshore and        
National Powerboat Association. In 2004,     
Dancisin was hired by SBI and ultimately became Chief Inspector and           
Chief Referee. He departed SBI in early 2018 because of their lack of             
business direction and focus on the future.  

ROBERT ALLEN 

➢ 40 Yr Resident Key West 

➢ 30 Yrs Key West Police Dept. 

➢ Currently Monroe County 

Sheriff's Office Dept of 

Professional Standards 

➢ Worked Boat Races Since 

1993 

➢ Shot in the line of duty 

RACE WORLD  

➢ Strategic With Police, Fire, 

Navy and Coast Guard 

➢ Crane, Logistics & Security 

Robert Allen is a 40 year resident of Key West          
and currently works for the Monroe County       
Sheriff's Office. A 30 year retired sergeant from        
the Key West Police Dept, he has worked closely         
with all the key agencies and civic members of         
Monroe County. Allen has worked World      
Championship events since the first Super Boat       
International event in 1993 and assisted with the        
lease agreement between SBI and the Navy.       
Allen will assist RWO with all security & logistics requirements and           
facilitate many requirements with city and county personnel. 

DR. MICHAEL JANSSEN 

➢ Private Practice Owner 

➢ Renowned Spine Surgeon 

➢ Business Entrepreneur 

➢ Resort & Brewery Owner 

➢ Scuba Dive Instructor 

RACE WORLD  

➢ Medical Director 

Dr. Michael “Doc” Janssen, spent the past 30+        
years with his passion and profession as a board         
certified orthopedic and spine surgeon. He      
travels internationally as a guest at spine related        
symposiums. He is a past multi-time National       
and World Powerboat Racing Champion with      
many titles and speed records. Dr. Janssen is not         
only a board certified surgeon, but comes with        
the experience of thousands of dives and is a         
PADI Scuba Dive Instructor. 

RANDY MEARNS 

➢ Marathon Resident Since 

1968 

➢ Business Owner since 1981 

➢ 25 Years with Volunteer Fire 

Department  

➢ 10 Years as Fire Chief 

➢ Boat Racing Since 1984 

RACE WORLD  

➢ Course Marshal 

➢ Race Day Logistics 

➢ Course Setup  

Randy Mearns is a long time resident and        
business owner in the Florida Keys. A business        
owner since 1981 and 25 years on the Marathon         
Volunteer Fire Department. Mearns started     
assisting with safety and rescue in boat racing in         
1984 during APBA divisional races. This included       
10 years as Director of Racing responsibilities       
and 14 years of Course Marshal duties. Along        
with Mearns, his team includes 2 additional       
boats with long time boat racing support veterans and they have over            
60 years of team combined experience. The combined team manages          
all aspects of raceday set up, full course monitoring and spectator           
control.  
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DALE OWENS 

➢ 37 Yrs Broward County Sheriff 

➢ Supervisor / Director BCSO 

Aviation 

➢ Rescue Diver 

➢ Helicopter Pilot 

RACE WORLD  

➢ Race Control 

➢ Race Day Communications 

➢ PATCOM 

Dale Owens was with the Broward County       
Sheriff's Office for 37 years and in his final 10          
years held a management position. He held       
positions in road patrol, organized crime, marine       
patrol and aviation. Owens is dedicated to the        
promotion of safety of boat racing and strategic        
communications. He was contracted with Super      
Boat International for five years until he and        
assistant (Lisa Owens) were terminated in early       
2018. His duties included race control and communication coordinator         
of race day race boats, medical and governmental boats and aircraft.  

DAVE HARSHFIELD 

➢ Seminole Tribe Rescue Driver 

/ Engineer 

➢ Dive Rescue Certifications 

➢ NAUI Diver 

➢ Broward Sheriff Fire Rescue 

RACE WORLD  

➢ Rescue and Safety 

Coordinator 

➢ Dive Team Organizer 

David Harshfield is a career emergency services       
operator. Began in 1974 in the private       
ambulance industry, then with continuing     
education in the emergency services industry,      
became a professional paramedic in 1976. Then       
moved to the fire rescue industry in 1990 and         
the dive rescue industry that same year.       
Harshfield began his association with offshore      
racing in 1992 as a rescue boat captain and         
diver with Super Boat International. Harshfield is employed with         
Seminole Tribe of Florida as a driver engineer in the fire rescue station             
at Big Cypress. In early 2018, his services and team of 15 were             
terminated from Super Boat International. 

BILL SPRAGUE 

➢ Certified Veteran Business 

Owner 

➢ Vietnam Veteran 

➢ Member of Many Building and 

Aviation organizations 

➢ Many Monroe County 

construction contracts 

RACE WORLD  

➢ Board Member 

➢ Senior Advisor 

➢ Sponsor Development 

Bill Sprague, BW Sprague Consulting Services, a       
Veteran Owned Small Business. He is      
experienced in construction management    
through design, constructability, inspections,    
construction and closeout. Sprague has held a       
Florida Certified General Contractors License     
since 1981, Florida Structural Inspector License,      
Florida Education Certification (SREF), holds     
membership to the National Fire Protection      
Association, United States Green Building Council, American Concrete        
Institution and American Society of Safety Engineers. Sprague is part of           
RWO business development and corporate relations with key        
companies. 
 

Continuing on with RWO experience, Allen has provided various services and liaised with Super Boat International                

for the Key West World Championships. From 2001 to 2009, Allen was Port Security Director and liaison with Super                   

Boat International during the World Championship events relating to Port security requirements at the Outer               

Mole. Allen’s experience carried over where he coordinated and worked with the lease agreement between Super                

Boat International and the Key West Naval Air Station. 

 

Working with RWO, Allen will be in a key role working with all the city and governmental agencies including, but                    

not limited to; Police and Fire departments, Navy and Coast Guard, Public works, parks and recreation and the city                   

manager's office. Allen’s experience working all the major events in Key West and attention to detail confirm the                  

quality of team members associated with Race World Offshore. 

 

Lee Stanford, a business owner, influencer in the Marine Industry and manufacturer of Coast Guard approved PFD                 

(personal flotation device) life jackets, also has a key role in Race World Offshore. He brings with him decades of                    
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experience in the marine and safety industry, long standing relationships with the Coast Guard and a business                 

structure that leaves no room for error. With his understanding of business and operational management, he                

brings a long proven template for financial accounting, business management and business development that              

RWO seamlessly integrates.  

Stanford played a role with Super Boat International for 7 years as a technical inspector. Knowing the importance                  

of consistency across all race boats meeting the technical specifications within each class, it is apparent Stanford's                 

move to RWO was to ensure teams have the best environment and best sanctioning body that mandated all boats                   

follow the same strict guidelines for fair competition.  

The importance to safety and having experienced personnel on the water while working a race is crucial. Long time                   

Florida Keys Resident, Randy Mearns, has decades of experience in racing and the ability to get the most out of a                     

team, as he did as Fire Chief in Marathon, Florida. Mearns has been the Course Marshal for the Key West race for                      

many years and has led his team to establish and set up the race course, keep the course safe for spectators and,                      

often, first on scene when incidents happen on the race course. His experience as a boat captain and                  

understanding of creating safe racecourses is key to RWO principles of having the best people assess challenging                 

situations quickly and react. 

Rodrick Cox and the Cox Group provide support in many key areas and bring with them 3 decades of sports                    

marketing, agency experience and experience in event and facilities management. Their agency experience spans              

across many sports and non-sports activities alike as well as works for many fortune 500 companies. 

● Created, produced and managed corporate events, hospitality events and NASCAR Race festivals that             

combined and exceeded over 1,000,000 guests 

● Sports clients in NASCAR, NHRA, PGA Golf, Professional Fishing & Offshore Racing 

● Successfully executed services and events in over 12 countries 

● Executed events at the equator and in the Arctic Circle 

● Worked with every major broadcast network and sports related cable networks 

● Sold the current longest running sponsorship in offshore racing - Lucas Oil 

● Created a proprietary media tracking valuation service “Cox Report” for sports properties 

● 30 years advertising, marketing and public relations experience 

● PR success - delivered the longest segment on the Today Show with Offshore Racing 

● Website design and launch for 100’s of companies 

 

Cox was agency of record for Super Boat International for 9 years and             

provided a wealth of knowledge, experience and creative direction with          

deliverables such as: 

● Website design and management 

● All public relations, press writing and media engagement 

● Collateral and ad design 

● Creation of magazine style sponsorship and team sponsorship 

collateral 

● Sponsor liaison and contracts 

● Designed, organized and printed Key West Championship 

program for 9 years 

● Produced first livestream event in offshore racing and all events 

for SBI 

● Produced and delivered Cox Report to SBI 

● Examples of Key West Championship Programs produced above 
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Finally, Race World Offshore brings a highly talented and skilled set of team members that are passionate about                  

boat racing. They are not only passionate about the sport, but the assembled team has the proven experience and                   

knowledge to produce first-class events. The RWO team goes beyond the named individuals above, it also includes                 

another two dozen members that are highly skilled in their individual areas of expertise ie; safety, rescue,                 

administration, technical inspections, organization, technology and team building.  
PROPOSER CLIENT REFERENCES 

Race World Offshore began as an effort to change offshore power boating for all stakeholders. RWO President,                 

Larry Bleil, said from the beginning, that he wanted to make offshore powerboat racing competitive, exciting and                 

safe, the way it was meant to be. The side effect of that combination became unbridled enthusiasm for the RWO                    

style at the races and by the very racers themselves. 

Race fans and race teams immediately recognized the RWO difference. It was the little things that every RWO staff                   

member and race official exhibits and promotes to teams, fans and sponsors: sportsmanship, competition, honor               

and doing the right things for the right reasons. It’s no wonder why RWO eagerly supports all our Military and 1st                     

Responders. 

RWO partnered with a small lakeside community south of Buffalo, New York for a race in 2018. The charming City                    

of Dunkirk was in need of a true respectful-hometown-USA big-fast-boat-race to cap off their summer season and                 

RWO, with a parade of race boats, came to town. The city rolled out the welcome mat and opened their city                     

creating a truly meaningful partnership which benefited the City of Dunkirk. Thousands came for this inaugural                

boat race and they lined the shores and piers cheering on the race teams as they came through the Dunkirk Harbor                     

at over 100 MPH. 

Dunkirk was not unique though, as RWO had        

motored into Mentor, Ohio just a few weeks        

earlier to put on a race there, which race teams          

are still talking about. Again, it was the planning,         

preparation and the RWO belief that all people        

are to be treated fairly with respect and        

consideration. Rarely spoken about... but     

communication is a key part of the success of         

RWO events. RWO is not an arrogant pompous        

organization run by a single individual, rather,       

RWO is a team whose members are professional,        

empowered and communicate seamlessly with     

all stakeholders.  

Group text messaging (EZPASS) became a proactive, simple and easy-way method to allow large groups of people                 
to be provided relevant information quickly during each race event. RWO did not invent text messaging, but they                  
put it to the best use possible to enhance the full potential of the race event experience for every stakeholder.                    
Proper and concise communication shows respect to all. 

In addition, from Mentor, OH event organizer, Cleveland Construction, commented on behalf of RWO, “I would                

like to commend Bleil and team on a wonderful performance. Leading up to the venue, your team coordinated                  

with our partner, the City of Mentor and the United States Coast Guard. We had our parade in downtown                   

Willoughby which your team also coordinated. Your team leading into the race venue were professional and well                 

received by all our partners and professional public and private partners.” 
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The following references are selected for their broad view and their diverse categories for which they represent.                 

RWO is a humble organization and while we were thrilled to receive so many positive reviews and comments, we                   

also wanted to respect the privacy of some of our stakeholders. The expected collaboration of synergies with Stu                  

Jones of The Florida Powerboat Club and RWO is significant to note as we look towards the Race World Offshore                    

39th Annual Key West World Championship event and beyond. 

Letters of support index with copies below: 

● Rusty Rahm - Race Team 2018 Key West World Champion  

● Billy Allen - Race Team - Letter of support 

● Mayor Wilfred Rosas - Dunkirk, NY Mayor - Letter of Appreciation 

● David Ortolano - Dunkirk, NY Police Chief - Letter of Appreciation 

● Jimmie Harrison - Race Team - Letter of support 

● Stu Jones - Florida Powerboat Club - Letter of support 

● Rob Unnerstall - Race Team 2018 Key West World Champion - Letter of support 

● Michael Halpern - Michelle’s Foundation - Letter of support 

● Dr. MIchael Janssen - Medical Director Past Key West World Champion - Letter of support 

● Greg Sullivan - Waste Management - Letter of support 

● Kelly Norman &  Bill Muenlhauser - Rams Head - Letter of Support 

● Jim Gilleran - Key West Power Squadron  
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FINANCIAL IMPACT TO THE CITY 

NEW RWO DIRECT FINANCIAL IMPACT BENEFITS  

For the first time, there will be zero negative financial impact to the City of Key West. RWO shall, in accordance                     

with the RFP document, reimburse the City for the described services. Previous race organizations cost the city                 

money year after year, this is not the case with RWO as we clearly recognize that successful race events are the                     

ones where all stakeholders win. There is no fuzzy math going on here, it could not be more crystal clear.  

REVENUE SHARING GENERAL ADMISSION:  

➔ The City shall receive $3.00 per gate admission on each ticket sold 

The tickets sold to gain access to the Outer Mole are a critical measure of this portion of the overall viewing areas.                      

Fans do have a choice of where to view the races. Although the city does not charge admission to Mallory Square,                     

RWO recognizes that the city must be included in this revenue share process, which RWO controls to the extent of                    

promotion and advertising, so that the real value of RWO is felt.  

 

REVENUE SHARING PARKING:  

➔ The City shall receive $3.00 per paid car in Truman Waterfront remote parking lot 

The RFP provides an unimproved parking lot in the neighborhood adjoining the Truman Waterfront Park. RWO will                 

promote and direct attendees to that lot so that it can be fully utilized. This will allow the city to enjoy the revenue                       

benefits of this unimproved space and take note of its importance as a parking lot. The impact of the lot is                     

restricted to its size/capacity while retaining appropriate lanes for emergency services or tow vehicles. 

REVENUE SHARING: 

➔ The City shall receive $3.00 per VIP ticket sold 

The RWO VIP tickets include food and non-alcoholic beverages for the event on the Outer Mole and admission into                   

the RWO Music event on Thursday and a priority seating area for the Closing Ceremony on Sunday. These highly                   

sought after VIP tickets are made in limited quantities and pre-sales will start a few weeks after the award of this                     

RFP. It must be noted that Rams Head has indicated a $1 per sold ticket revenue share, to be provided to the City                       

for the Thursday RWO Music event. 

 SUMMARY RWO DIRECT FINANCIAL IMPACT BENEFITS  

RWO shall provide revenue sharing monies, as described above. It has been determined that these ‘measurable’                

areas, are both practical and fair solutions for both the City of Key West and RWO. The City does not control the                      

weather and this is a major consideration when the entire event is outdoors and relies on the waterways. Both                   

parties must share this portion of the risk equally rather than assigning a fixed total amount in advance. This                   

concept encourages both parties to continually improve the event from year to year. 
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ECONOMIC IMPACT ON CITY OF KEY WEST 

 

 

ECONOMIC IMPACT GROWTH 

All significant economic impacts must begin with a plan. That plan must be carried out by people with race                   

experience and the necessary contacts and business acumen in the racing and marine industry to actually make a                  

plan effective. This is RWO, a total package with decades of race and marine experience, specifically, the Key West                   

Races. 

● Economic impacts are different than financial impacts. RWO is defining the economic impact as the               

primary and secondary effects of an event and its constituent parties. 

● Year 1 is discussed in the context of having the background and knowledge of the previous 15 years of Key                    

West race events. RWO has the management expertise and data. 

● Year 5 is discussed with the understanding that the RWO Methodology and Approach are factored into                

the equation leading to the resulting growth figure. 

Race World Offshore YEAR 1 - USD$38,500,000  

The Economic Impact is significant to the City of Key West, Monroe Country and its businesses. The ripple effect is                    

felt all the way to Tallahassee.  The key factors utilized to prepare this evaluation: 

● RWO spend locally to put on the event 

● Daily spend of all participants, spectators and fans coming to Key West and when considering travel,                

hotels, transportation, fuel, marina & aircraft fuel, special events, entertainment and food & liquor 

● Daily spend of in state participants who will watch on LiveStream 

● Florida State, Monroe County and Key West taxes collected are a large part of the calculation 
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Race World Offshore YEAR 5 - USD$50,000,000 

The financial impact for the city is critical; it is also proportional to the professional efforts of the RWO team.                    

Beginning in year 1, the financial impact will recover from its past 5 year stagnation. The Race World Offshore                   

team will bring new life into this event highlighting and leveraging all that Key West has to offer. This is a strong                      

and solid plan which is executable by RWO. 

To support a 31% growth rate of economic impact from Year 1 to Year 5, RWO has a multifaceted plan for this Key                       

West event to ensure its success and growth. There are three key concepts: 

1. Engage the input of fans, racers, the city, vendor and every stakeholder possible to determine possible                

improvements to the event and perform a rigorous accounting review and prepare next budget. 

2. Collaborate further with entities such as the Florida Powerboat Club to enhance participation. 

3. Use all possible media outlets throughout the year to continually include Key West and promote the next                 

year’s event. 

Key West itself is an undisputed premier destination. Adding a fully interactive race week on top of that                  

significantly increases the impact. RWO has restrained itself in year 1 so as to not introduce too many new                   

activities for the visitors and the community. However, year by year, RWO shall make continual improvements to                 

the event which benefit all stakeholders and increase the community involvement, the diversity of the participants                

and the inclusion of race teams who wouldn’t normally attend. 

SUMMARY OF ECONOMICS, ONE OF GROWTH 

All of RWO’s comparisons and data are derived from actual races over the last 15 years, utilizing real full sized                    

owner operator race boats of the classes typically run in the previous Key West races. RWO recognized that jet skis                    

and small boats do not have the large fan base or support staff as their economics are on a much smaller scale as                       

the cost to operate a Jetski is inconsequential of what it takes to operate a traditional Offshore Race Boat. This                    

lower cost usually translates to attracting many teen operators who do not have the daily spending power when                  

compared to their larger counterparts and for that reason; they were not used in our economic reasoning, plan or                   

statistics. 

The RWO plan has a solid foundation of experience in the economics of this race site and the participants. They                    

have carefully reviewed the data and taken into consideration the additional race week activities proposed,               

leverage of Key West and their ability to execute their plan. RWO’s media and marketing experience in the racing                   

and marine communities and how that translates towards economic growth played a factor in determining the                

growth rate. 

The revenue sharing is merely a starting point, one to build on for future years events. But, it clearly shows the                     

responsibility and partnering RWO is willing to do with Key West. To approach the event with an open mind and to                     

do the right things for the right reasons is what makes RWO so special. This is a once in a lifetime opportunity to                       

work with a group of dedicated successful individuals who have come together as one professional team,                

passionate to make this Key West event the best it could possibly be with an emphasis on growth. 

RWO’s economic plan is sustainable and utilizes all relevant data to support its impact position. All RWO financial                  

data meets a high standard of reporting and forecasting. Careful attention to detail is evident throughout every                 

facet of the RWO proposal. 
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MARKETING & PROMOTIONS 

TELEVISION 

Race World Offshore has completed their 2018 season and they are putting their finishing touches on their                 

national television progamming going to air on CBS Sports in less than 60 days from now. With the recent release                    

of the Key West World Championship RFP, RWO has purposely held back airing. In the event Race World Offshore                   

is the successful proposer, it will allow RWO to promote the Key West World Championship in the upcoming                  

national television programming. 

Race World Offshore shall provide to the City of Key West, $20,000 worth of advertising, notable mentions, pop                  

outs, leaderboards or a combination of, in the upcoming show. Race World Offshore will provide the creative and                  

content needed to successfully deliver the advertising elements. 

Race World Offshore team members have decades of experience with television sports programming, broadcast              

and cable networks and with various production companies that produce sports content for networks. This also                

includes having worked closely with American Performance Media and JM Associates specifically for 10 years, who                

recently produced the Key West World Championships on NBC Sports. 

In addition to advertising for the 39th Annual Key West World Championship this season, Race World Offshore will                  

produce multiple hours of broadcast quality entertainment to air on a select broadcast network ie; ABC Sports,                 

NBC sports, or CBS Sports in early 2020. Airing the Key West World Championship nation-wide and, within a short                   

time after the conclusion of the race week, is an important element for national exposure and growing the                  

awareness to Key West. 

LIVESTREAM 

RWO will livestream all three days of live action racing and additional select events throughout race week.                 

Livestream coverage with multiple camera angles, special interviews, along with 2 and 3 sports anchors calling the                 

action, creates a well-produced broadcast that is streamed to the world. Also, RWO team members have first                 

hand experience incorporating the livestream feed with the local cable provider (Comcast) and broadcasting it live                

to all of Monroe County. 

RWO plans to create similar opportunities where the RWO livestream feed is taken and shown in other markets                  

live, as it happens. Currently, in place are opportunities for hotels, bars and nearly any establishment to take the                   

feed live and play it throughout their facility on flat screens. This service has become a must as families, fans and                     

enthusiasts plan large viewing parties around the world as they take in the live feed. Livestream feeds produced by                   

RWO members have successfully reached over a hundred countries and 100’s of thousands of views and                

impressions combined around the world. 

LOCAL RADIO 

Important for fans and others who do not have the bandwidth on smartphones or access to the internet in that                    

capacity, RWO shall partner with select radio stations to simulcast the three days of races live. Experienced radio                  

hosts will join the RWO team on the live broadcast. 
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The Race World Offshore organization has an experienced team that creates and executes the necessary marketing                

strategies required for a successful event. Marketing to fans, viewers, races teams, enthusiasts, and more takes                

unique strategies for the various groups of people. 

Marketing and promotion is one of the most important things to have a successful event. Race World Offshore has                   

vast experience with marketing strategies that are necessary to promote large events. Key West World               

Championship marketing promotion strategies break down to three groups. 

1. It is extremely important to have solid marketing, advertising and promotion strategies many months              

prior to the event to promote the upcoming activities for the Key West World Championship. This is done                  

through social media, advertising, radio and a combination of other necessary communication tools. 

2. As sponsors are procured for the Key West World Championship, it is necessary to engage and interact                 

with their marketing and promotional platforms. The integration and crossover with corporate sponsors             

additionally increases the exposure of the overall marketing and promotion strategies. 

3. Finally when the event is here, there are many required components to engage the community with visual                 

branding  in the community, marketing, PR and partnering with the local newspapers and radio stations. 

Race World Offshore will be implementing all of these strategies and best practices which is the most important                  

component to increasing visitors which improves the economic impact to the city. 

PUBLIC RELATIONS 

Our team knows the importance of a solid public relations campaign. Our team has decades of experience with                  

creating national PR campaigns, press writing, and using national platforms for greater exposure. As one example,                

we have a long-standing relationship with the AP writer for Key West, Andy Newman, and for nearly 10 years, we                    

have dealt directly with him to pitch, assist  and disseminate  accurate information timely for various sports stories. 

In addition to the local news publications, i.e. the Key West Citizen, and Keys Weekly where we have good                   

relationships, RWO’s has important relationships with many national and international news partners. 

Race World Offshore is keenly aware of the importance and trust the City of Key West must have when choosing                    

the right proposer, who must have great strategies and relationships to execute successful PR, advertising and                

marketing campaigns. 

Finally, having worked with the Tourist Development Council (TDC), and knowing they have allocated funds for the                 

2019 powerboat races, it will be critically important to have a solid plan and implementation strategy that will                  

ultimately bring more tourism dollars to the City of Key West. 

CHAMPIONSHIP RACING 

RWO is naming the races and awarding trophies for the first two days of racing, the Truman Waterfront Cup and                    

Southernmost Continental Champion respectfully. RWO has branded each day of racing and prepared the Key               

West race days for highly competitive and exciting racing with significantly improved safety and viewing. With Race                 

World Offshore race teams and the inclusion of select participants of the Florida Powerboat Club, action during the                  

week long event will be like never-seen before. 
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Race World Offshore, LLC (RWO) has its 2019 season format to include five races that crown winners at each race.                    

Race day 1,2 & 3 culminate in a World Champion finishing the highest combined total points. 

● The 2nd Annual Race World Offshore Great Lakes Series Race at Dunkirk, New York 

● Hooters Clearwater Offshore Nationals in Clearwater Beach, Florida  

● Truman Waterfront Cup Champion Race Day 1  

● Southernmost Continental Champion Race Day 2  

● Key West World Champion Race Day 3  

This five race format gives competitors the chance to win marquee events and take home multiple trophies from                  

the various events. The outlined format encourages more competition and awards racers for their effort. As points                 

accumulate for the title of World Champion, a team may be a race winner, but fall short of being a World                     

Champion. 

Using RWO’s core philosophy to be non-discriminatory and to maximize the events potential, RWO is already                

reaching out globally to all classes of offshore powerboat teams to take part in the exciting World Championship                  

event in Key West. Renewed interest by international teams and sponsors has already been expressed if RWO is                  

successful in this award. The inclusion of many classes, styles of race boats and RWO’s APBA club membership                  

allows Race World Offshore to award teams Key West World Championship titles and APBA/UIM awards and                

accolades. 

RWO intends to invite race teams who are running in other competitive series, such as SBI, OPA, P1, Previous Class                    

1 and other series as RWO clearly recognizes that a true world championship cannot and must not be ‘invitation                   

only’ like a private organization. But rather, should be a unification of the vast universe of boat racing diversity                   

which is available. RWO is firm in their approach which makes the most meaningful impact to all stakeholders,                  

especially to the City of Key West.  

Truman Waterfront Cup Champion (Wednesday, Race Day 1) - Teams have had all year to prepare for this day, it’s                    

the first day of racing in the Key West World Championship Race event. If you race and win, you will be crowned.                      

At least 6 class races will be held and likely several more. Classes similar to each other with respect to boat type,                      

horsepower and speed may run together in the same race, but start separately. This set of races establishes the                   

tone for the next two days of racing as teams get familiar again with the ever changing Key West waters and the                      

need to adjust their equipment.  

Southernmost Continental Champion (Friday, Race Day 2) - This second day of racing in Key West comes just 48                   

hours after the Truman Waterfront Cup Champion race, leaving the teams little time to make repairs or further                  

adjustments on their equipment. The Friday race event definitely brings everyone to the highest level of                

anticipation as these results will dictate the final points leading into Sunday’s Key West World Championship races.                 

This exciting day of racing will be coupled with the first ever showing of the Florida Powerboat Clubs ‘Best of the                     

Best On Water Power Parade’ of high performance poker run boats. 

They will entertain and amaze the fans as they pull a carefully choreographed ‘poker run procession’ around a                  

modified race course just before lunch. With fans on their feet and cameras rolling, each boat will be announced                   

on the RWO livestream, radio and TV coverage as they make their way by the Outer Mole, Mallory Square and                    

waterfront hotels in their dazzling high performance go fast ‘cigarette style and catamaran’ boats. 

The third day of the 39th Annual Key West World Championship races are Sunday. And by this time during race                    

week, everyone has seen and heard what these great competitors are capable of and how they have been vying                   

for position all week. Now there is no turning back, no second chances, it comes down to the final day of racing for                       

every team. To ensure the focus is clearly on the teams, RWO will not conduct any other activities on Sunday                    

in-between the races. RWO will focus solely on the core event to ensure every detail is precisely managed. 
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RWO’s NEW DIRECTION FOR SAFETY  

While the Outer Mole is the perfect place to view the races, this could not be possible with a cruise ship docked                      

and in the way. RWO recognizes the Caribe Nautical Cruise Ship Schedule is blocked for the race dates in 2019.                    

RWO has already penned a plan for the 2020 schedule and beyond.  

Clearly, the older traditional Key West race course layout for offshore race boats lends itself to high speeds and                   

competitive drama. However, through RWO’s risk analysis, it has been determined the incidents in the last five                 

years of racing on that course may have been preventable. 

RWO provides the following analysis:  

● The race ‘starts’ have always been from the ‘turning basin’ and heading out of the harbor, SW towards                  

Sand Key. 

● Starting position of the pace boat has been on racers starboard side which creates a dangerous scenario                 

for the pace boat and crew as the racers tend to bunch up and thereby ‘push’ the pace boat into Sunset                     

Key, its docks and eventually into the spectator fleet. 

● The race starts (group of boats) produce a large amount of ‘rooster tail’ spray diminishing the racers                 

visibility in the first few hundred yards while there are multiple channel markers in their starting lanes.                 

We saw such an impact in the 2016 event.  

● These race starts are missed by the race fans as they are far away and near Wisteria Island heading                   

towards Sunset Key.  

● During the race boats return to the harbor, they are achieving some of their highest speeds on the course,                   

often, side by side in front of the fans on the Mole and Mallory Square. While that may be exciting to                     

view, RWO believes it also increases the risk of a race boat incident involving contact with the Mole or                   

Mallory Square pier wall and in the worst case; the fan viewing areas. 

RWO IMPLEMENTS CORE CHANGES 

The direction of the race will be reversed to clockwise. This will bring the exciting start of side by side racing action                      

in front of the fans in the hotels, piers and Mole and allow the pace boat to peel off and move to the inside of the                          

course significantly improving safety. The clockwise direction of travel will bring the boats out of the harbor, close                  

to the fans but with controlled speeds with a wider turning radius. Ninety eight percent of the race boats seat the                     

driver on the right side, starboard side of the boat. This was originally done years ago to counteract the directional                    

rotation of the prop. The safety issue is that many racing organizations run counter-clockwise putting the driver to                  

the outside of every turn. Running RWO races clockwise has been proven to be safer, giving the driver a better                    

field of view in the turns where most accidents happen. 

Clockwise course means the boats needing to enter the pits will already be slowed due to the turn in the harbor                     

and can safely enter the wet pits.  

THE FINAL LAP 

Race fans want a total experience, access to the racers and their equipment, a safe clean environment and                  

activities which are interactive. RWO has gone to great lengths to ensure every day at the Truman Waterfront Park                   

adds up to a safe and successful event, bringing value to not only the racers and fans, but to ensure the City of Key                        

West is highlighted and to enjoy all it has to offer. 
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CEREMONIES, PARADE AND DUVAL POWERBOAT PARTY 

OPENING CEREMONIES 

Race World Offshore is excited to create an Official Opening Ceremony to showcase the week’s events. RWO                 

brings this simple innovation of a meaningful and respectful opening ceremony to Key West. Highlighting the                

ambience and layout of the Truman Waterfront Park and utilization of the Amphitheater stage brings the racers,                 

local leadership and the community together as one. A patriotic nod and words of inspiration are delivered and by                   

the end of this event, the Key West Conch shell is held high and then sounded, ushering the start of the race week. 

● Mayor and Commissioners 

● Special City Guests 

● The HS Band & National Anthem  

● First Responder Recognition 

● Veteran Recognition (Including racers who are veterans) 

● Main Event Sponsor 

● Foundation Speaker 

● Several Guest Speakers 

● Race Team Introductions 

● Race Team Drivers Meeting 

WORLD’S FASTEST BOAT PARADE 

Being that this is the start of the race week, spirits are high and the level of anticipation is even higher. Everybody                      

loves a parade and these boats know how to make a statement. The race boats and their impressive rigs join                    

together to make a run down Duval Street slowing down just enough for picture taking and to put smiles on fans                     

faces. 

● Dozens of race boats, custom tow rigs 
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● Team branded motorized toys 

● Organized community participants 

● Musical guests and entertainers 

● Dignitaries and surprise guests 

● Honorary Grand Marshal 

● Celebrities 

 

Sunday at 3:45 PM, the World’s Fastest Boat Parade will exit the Truman Waterfront Park, turn right on                  

Whitehead, left on United, left on Duval Street, and will proceed down Duval to Front Street. At the end of the                     

parade route, the lead vehicle will turn left on Front Street, left on Whitehead Street and proceed to Southard and                    

turn right, and back into Truman waterfront property. 

DUVAL POWERBOAT STREET PARTY 

Key West is surely known for its street parties as seen on New Year’s Eve and Fantasy Fest and the RWO Duval                      

Powerboat Street Party does not disappoint. The sun goes down and volume goes up as the spectacle unfolds to                   

an electric evening of unwinding. This backdrop of historic Key West Duval Street brings fans and race teams                  

together and lets the sponsors know that this is a real party. This street party ties in with opening night of the                      

Florida Powerboat Club Village in the Greene Street district by the Bight. 

● RWO expands the block party foot-print 

● DJ’s, bands and Scottish bands 

● High attendance and upbeat mood 

● Interactive social media exposure 

● Special entries 

RACE WORLD OFFSHORE AWARD PRESENTATIONS IN REAL TIME 

Both the Truman Waterfront Cup Champion Race on Race Day 1 and the Southernmost Continental Champion Race                 

on Race Day 2 will be celebrated on the Mole immediately after each race. The famous RWO podium will be placed                     

on the Mole and the top 3 finishers will immediately dock their boats and join the crowd in celebration. The winner                     

will be awarded their trophy as thousands look on and participate in picture taking and social media posting as                   

some of the largest selfie sessions in the world will take place here. 

● Interactive with fans and sponsors 

● End of race excitement with winners present 

● Immediate gratification and capture 

● Sponsors dream moment  

39th ANNUAL KEY WEST WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP AWARD CEREMONIES 

The Truman Waterfront Park Amphitheater will be the last stop at this            

event for the fans, sponsors and racers as RWO will be providing a good              

reason, as they exit the Outer Mole, to gather around until the            

ceremony begins. RWO’s successful, innovative approach to fan        

management is largely due to interactive engagement. During the time          

it takes to get the boats out of the water and back to their pits, RWO will                 

be providing musical entertainment, to keep the fans on site so that            

they too can experience the excitement of the final awards ceremony           

immediately preceding the end of the race. 

● Staged so that the awards will begin quickly after the last race 

● Fans will be offered free seating and space to relax 

● Local musicians maintaining the electric mood 
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● RWO team will announce the winners of the Boat Building contest 

● Racers from the first race earlier in the day will be up first and so on 

● Maintain momentum right up until the last trophy is awarded  

TRUMAN WATERFRONT PARK LAYOUT 

The TWP map below depicts of few specific areas of use in addition to the predetermined locations for raceboats,                   

parking and right of ways. Credentialed guests will have easy access as they enter off Southard to acquire their                   

credentials and tickets. 

RWO will maintain an unimpeded 24/7 road access for staff and visitors to NASKW properties, ECO Discovery                 

Center, NOAA, and Fort Zachary Taylor State Park. 

 

LOCAL COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 

RWO’s success has come from building a team. We continue to work hard to build a team of like minded                    

companies, businesses and residents that want to be involved. With so much positive response, special interest                

groups, businesses and people have truly engaged RWO to support our beliefs and efforts. The inclusion continues,                 

but groups like Rams Head, Michelle’s Foundation, Reef Relief and so many more have shown their support and                  

look forward to the creative and fun things ahead. 

The RWO Opening Ceremony in the amphitheater is where RWO will provide youth involvement in a respectful                 

opening with the KWHS band, local church choirs and the fans singing our National Anthem with a timed fly over                    

from a military aircraft. The Mayor and distinguished guests will be invited to address the audience and then we                   

will introduce the race teams as they come across the stage in their team uniforms. 

The signaling of the official start of the 39th Annual Key West World Championship will come in the form of a Conch                      

shell blowing as we salute the Key West flag. Refreshments will be provided and this ceremony is free. 

RWO will offer to any entity or group from Key West & lower Keys, a 10’ x 10’ footprint to put up a small tent and                          
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table and promote their organization, services or wares. The goal is to bring the community together making the                  

races a destination to visit in addition to a motorsports event. RWO has found there can be at least 45 of these                      

stalls available. 

Recognizing this additional pedestrian and vehicular traffic will require additional supervision, RWO will charge a               

nominal fee only to recover this expense. It must be noted the previous event operator charged large fees.  

With this involvement does come fun. Besides the fast impressive race boats and their colorful crews coming to                  

the Truman Waterfront, RWO has prepared an exciting event to showcase the community and provide an                

unforgettable hands-on group, team building and fun experiences, the likes of which, Key West has never seen                 

before. 

The Race World Offshore Key West Boat Building Contest and Race  

Build a boat in an hour which can hold one team member with the materials and one paddle provided by                    

RWO. 1st scored objective. 

The boat they make will have to carry that individual in the water from the boat ramp to the RWO race                     

marker in the harbor and back to the starting line (estimated total of 100’ round trip lap). Every                  

participant who goes on the boat ramp will wear a USCG approved life jacket. 2nd scored objective: Win                  

the race. 

Without competition and points you can’t award the winner. Points will be awarded as follows: 

Points Criteria Notes 

50 Creative use of the provided materials  

10 Seaworthiness Loaded with one team member in the water 

10 Team Members Appearance Uniform Shirts 

10 Boat Bling, including paper decals Must be above the waterline 

10 Pre race media postings Requires advanced registration online 

10 Race Coverage, live on Social Media Verifiable 

50 1st place in Race Cross Finish line with person in the boat 

30 2nd place in Race Cross Finish line with person in the boat 

10 3rd place in Race Cross Finish line with person in the boat 

10 Biggest and loudest fan club Scored by loud cheering prior to the race 

 

We expect most of the race teams will want to participate as            

well as the USCG, Navy, Police, Fire, EMS, HS Football team,           

Scouts, Church groups, Bars, Hotels, City Council, Key, Marinas         

and so many more. This is an excellent example of how RWO, a             

quality civic minded organization can bring a diverse community         

together and have fun.  

Total team entrance fee is only $20. An online sign-up will be            

provided and monitored by RWO Anticipated Awards include        

‘Trophies’ awarded on the RWO Podium of Champions        

immediately after the race. Remember, the materials of construction provided are secret until the event begins.  

RWO will begin promoting this community event immediately after the City makes the award. A full press release                  
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will be sent to all National and South Florida news outlets so as to obtain coverage.  
 FOUNDATIONS 

RWO clearly understands and supports the need to help children achieve their highest potential. RWO is asking                 

Michelle’s Foundation to participate in the Race World Offshore 39th Annual World Championship event by               

providing the following benefits. 

● Introduction at the RWO Opening ceremony in Truman Waterfront Park 

● A 10’ x 10’ tent at the Truman Waterfront Park to provide awareness, education and answer questions 

● Provide their representatives a few minutes at each drivers meeting to address the audience 

● Naming rights opportunities 

● Foundation mentioned during the race broadcasts 

● Interview with Michelle’s Foundation representative during the event to reinforce presence and mission 

By the end of the 39th Annual Key West World Championship event, it is expected that over 1,000,000 fans and                    

stakeholders worldwide will have seen or heard about Michelle’s Foundation, resulting from television exposure,              

radio, social sharing and other media sharing platforms. And to that extent, RWO is very humbled and grateful to                   

Michelle’s Foundation for the work, outreach and education they bring to the children in need in Key West and the                    

Florida Keys. 

Michelle's Foundation expresses strong support of Race World Offshore to manage and conduct the offshore               

powerboat races held in Key West, Florida in November 2019. Race World offshore pledges support of the                 

program run by Michelle's foundation and attempts to help the foundation financially from revenue derived from                

the offshore races. Michelle's Foundation uses 100% of its revenue to help families at risk and the funds raised stay                    

in the Florida Keys to help local families. The commitment of Race World Offshore to contribute to this community                   

is admirable.  
SCHOOLS & EDUCATION 

Race World Offshore is committed to playing a role in educating and inspiring our youth and offering real life                   

experiences and personal betterment opportunities. RWO is pairing the relationships we have with race teams,               

industry leaders, business owners and manufacturers with local schools, colleges and vocational programs. The Key               

West High School Principal, Acevedo, and Mr. Jack Seubert from the FKAA are excited about creative opportunities. 

During the Key West World Championship, we are creating a learning seminar that will host students from The Key                   

West High School and Florida Keys Community College Marine Propulsion Program. Efforts will be to encourage                

students to interact with selected experts to create a fun and learning opportunity. What better way to learn the                   

most advanced technologies used today in high performance Offshore Racing and to hear from the best in the                  

industry. RWO also will be including the arts and music students in various functions during the week in parades,                   

ceremonies and special events.  

WILDLIFE PRESERVATION 

Race World Offshore, LLC (RWO) of Key West is surrounded by waters which contain sensitive reef habitats. Being                  

an organization with a true desire to do the right things for the right reasons, RWO reached out and connected                    

with Board Member Ed Russo at Reef Relief, a Key West organization dedicated to improving and protecting the                  

coral reef ecosystem. They focus on rigorous science to educate the public and policymakers. 

RWO clearly understands the need to educate the boating public, including all RWO stakeholders, on best practices                 
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as directed by Reef Relief. RWO has asked Reef Relief to participate in the Race World Offshore 39th Annual World                    

Championship event by providing the following benefits: 

● Introduction at the RWO Opening ceremony 

● A 10’ x 10’ tent at the Truman Waterfront park to provide education and answer questions 

● Provide their representatives a few minutes at each drivers meeting to address the audience 

● Opportunity to display their logo decal on the race boats 

● Mentioned during race broadcasts 

● Video/Audio Interview representative during the event to reinforce presence 

● Review RWO’s master plan for the event to provide feedback on environmental best practices 

By the end of the 39th Annual Key West World Championship event, it is expected that over 1,000,000 fans and                    

stakeholders worldwide will have seen or heard about Reef Relief, resulting from television exposure, radio, social                

sharing and other media sharing platforms. To that extent, RWO is very humbled and grateful to Reef Relief for the                    

work, outreach and education they bring.  

PARK SECURITY, CLEAN UP & RESPECT 

Race World Offshore understands the commitment the City of Key West has put into Truman Waterfront Park. It is                   

understood it is the proposer’s responsibility to provide security for all of its participants and their equipment                 

during the championship event. Also, it is understood to the proposer that it is their responsibility to keep areas                   

clean and to respect the landscaping and the grassy park. RWO is aware there have been issues in the past with                     

the previous sanctioning body where equipment was destroying new landscaping and leaving behind unrepaired              

grass and landscaping.  

BOAT RACING HISTORY 

Race World Offshore knows offshore powerboat racing has a long history in the United States and nowhere is                  

there more of a rich and storied history than Key West. Racing in Key West dates back to the first recorded event in                       

1917. Key West has been the site of the most successful offshore races than any other venue in the world. Key                     

West is only predated for boat racing events by Catalina and row boat races. 

 

The total number of championship races to date in Key West is 56, with a total of 38 World Championship Races.                     

So unequivocally, Key West is the the home of the World Championship Event known around the world. 

 

It is a known fact there have been many organizations that have presided over the Key West World Championship                   

over the years and sanctioning bodies have taken the World Championship to other cities because of disputes. 

 

Total Key West World Championship Sanctioned Events By Sanctioning Body 

SANCTIONING BODY NO. Of RACES SANCTIONING BODY NO. Of RACES 

Super Boat International 23 APBA Offshore LLC 2 

UIM/APBA 5 US Offshore 3 

OPT 3 Other 2 

OSS 1   

 

Years of Racing  

1917, 1920 Jack Mason Sr - Winner 

1919, 1921 Gar Wood - Winner 

1963 – 1969 Miami to Key West Various Winners 

1970 – 1976  Hennessy Key West Various Winners Fort Jefferson to Dry Tortugas and back 
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1977 Betty Cook - Winner 

1978 - 1980 No Races 

1981, 1983, 1985, 1987 APBA / UIM Combined World Championship 

1982, 1984, 1986, 1988  APBA World Championship (US) 

1989 APBA Special Event 

1990 OPT and APBA ran separate championships in Key West 

1991, 1992 OPT 

1993  SBI 

1994  SBI , APBA , US Offshore 

1995, 1996, 2007 SBI, APBA 

1997, 1998 SBI, US Offshore 

2001 SBI and APBA Offshore LLC ran separate championships in Key West 

2002, 2003 SBI Takes Worlds Away from Key West to New Orleans 

2003 Special World Event By Billy Mauff - Boycotting APBA Offshore 

2004 SBI, OSS, APBA 

2005, 2006, 2007 SBI 

2008, 2009 SBI and Other 

2010 - 2018 SBI  

PROPOSER CONCLUSION 

Race World Offshore, in good faith, has provided complete documentation that shows proposer is well qualified,                

experienced and passionate about producing the best Key West World Championship. RWO proposal outlines the               

format for the week long event that includes opening ceremonies, special events, three great days of racing and a                   

closing ceremony award presentation. In addition to showing RWO’s broad range of business, financial,              

organizational experience and event and facilities management experience, they have proposed new, exciting and              

scalable events. In addition, RWO has proposed creative and new ways that bring offshore racing in closer                 

proximity to fans, hoteliers and restaurant owners and at the same time improves the safety of offshore racing. 

Like other iconic events such as the Daytona 500 and the Indianapolis 500, the Key West World Championship has                   

the same historic culture and prestige dating back to 1917. Like these historic American sporting events, RWO                 

believes events like these bring people and families together and further bond a patriotic spirit that is carried over                   

for a lifetime. 

As the successful proposer, RWO will feel fortunate to produce such a great event during the same weekend as                   

Veterans Day Celebrations are held around the U.S.. Nearly 85% of RWO team members are either veterans, fire,                  

police, medical, rescue, EMS or some other first responding professional. 

RWO will never change the name of the iconic ‘Key West World Championship’ event that the City of Key West                    

holds dearly. In addition, RWO will never move or attempt to produce a world championship event in another city,                   

knowing others have attempted to duplicate the world title event and have fallen short. 

Finally, RWO has provided all the required forms and is in compliance with city and state regulations. 
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1.1.3: ANTICIPATED SCOPE OF SERVICES 

ADMINISTRATION  

PROPOSER SHALL PREPARE AND COORDINATE A MASTER CALENDAR - Race World Offshore understands the              

importance of having good organized events and solid communication. RWO will prepare and coordinate a master                

calendar of the week-long event activities beginning with the World’s Fastest Boat Parade and the Opening                

Ceremonies all the way through to the Closing Ceremonies of the Key West World Championship. This will include                  

small, medium and large events throughout the week, boat racing activities, activities at the amphitheater, events                

throughout the city, and other special events. The calendar will also include annual City events that may impact                  

the amphitheatre and surrounding Truman Waterfront Park grounds. 

 

As the race promoter, we will work in conjunction with all event organizers during all special events. RWO is                   

prepared to provide a proposed plan for addressing any and all traffic requirements, waste management, security                

and any other city support services required during the week-long event. It is understood that RWO is responsible                  

for all aspects of the venue set up and and required vendor services. Finally, RWO will coordinate with the city                    

and, request in advance, any additional approvals necessary. 

 

RWO has prepared a sample Master Calendar below that depicts special events, categories and dates as required                 

in RFP. 
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT  

PROPOSER WILL INCLUDE A FIVE YEAR PRO FORMA AND REVENUE SHARING BENEFITS - One of RWO’s guiding                 

principles is to produce an exciting family-oriented event that attracts tens of thousands of people and                

consistently improves year after year. RWO is submitting a five-year operational forecast / performa (see below)                

that depicts the financial budget, income and operational expenses of the Key West World Championship. 

 

in today's world of sporting events and Tier 1 concerts, the ticket prices have become almost out of reach for the                     

average fan. NASCAR, NFL, NBA, baseball or musical events ticket and entry prices continue to skyrocket. As an                  

event producer and race promoter, RWO is well aware of the high costs to produce events and will provide                   

competitively-priced tickets, special event tickets, team registration, VIP tickets and musical entertainment tickets             

that are fair and reasonable for guests, fans and teams. 

RWO proposes a revenue sharing option for consideration. Race World Offshore shall provide to the City of Key                  

West $3.00 of every ticket sold during race week from either general admission ticket sales to access the outer                   

mole, VIP ticket sales on the Outer Mole or TWP Amphitheater tickets sold for special events or concerts during                   

race week. 

RWO has a working relationship with Rams Head Group (RHG), so RHG will assist with financial accounting                 

requirements for any amphitheater ticket sales. RWO accounting staff shall accrue gate and VIP tickets sales and                 

then provide a combined settlement report with payment to the city. 

RWO understands there are no city subsidies for proposers and no financial cap on city services like the police                   

services, fire and EMS uses. However, it is RWO’s intention to use city services where possible for specially needed                   

events. It is our intention to work closely with the city to identify RWO’s requirements and needs for select city                    

services. 

it is understood that it is the race promoters responsibility to secure long-term sponsorship. RWO has in place a                   

team very qualified to solicit large corporate sponsors, national and international companies, and governmental              

agencies that are interested in sports marketing and sports property sponsorship. RWO has multiple pieces of                

collateral, sponsorship proposals and tools needed to secure corporate sponsors. Sponsorship solicitation is led by               

our business development director who is a private business owner, in which they sell products nationally and                 

internationally. With his international sales experiences, he has built global relationships with Fortune 500              

companies. 

 

Included below is 5-year beginning and ending proforma that depicts the health of the Key West World                 

Championship event produced by Race World Offshore.  
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VENUE OPERATIONS  

PROPOSER WILL ASSEMBLE AND MAINTAIN A LISTING OF SERVICE PROVIDERS - Race World Offshore is prepared                

to coordinate with the City of Key West for any necessary use of facilities and will comply with all city rules,                     

regulations and procedures governing the operation of the venues. In addition, RWO will, at the city's request,                 

provide a listing of service providers that have been contracted to provide necessary services during the Key West                  

World Championship event week.  

CITY SERVICES  

PROPOSER WILL ACT AS A LIAISON FOR EVENT ORGANIZERS - RWO understands it is the proposer’s responsibility                 

to act as an event liaison with the event organizers that would require any city services such as police, Fire, EMS or                      

any other required permits and licenses. 
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1.2.13: ALTERNATE PROPOSALS  

PROPOSERS ARE ENCOURAGED TO PROVIDE ALTERNATE PROPOSALS REFLECTING CREATIVITY - RWO appreciates            

the City of Key West’s encouragement of the proposer to provide creative proposals that not only include                 

fulfillment of required obligations, but proposals that showcase and include strategic, creative and passionate              

thinking. RWO is very passionate about offshore powerboat racing and about the City of Key West. RWO feels very                   

fortunate to be a local company and have the opportunity to produce such a great event in our own town. Our                     

approach to this proposal is to not only create an epic event to be held in the City of Key West, but also build on                         

something that gains national recognition and provides the largest economic impact for the City of Key West and                  

the lower Keys. It is not overlooked, the city has invested a tremendous amount of time and money in the Truman                     

Waterfront property, and it gives RWO a great opportunity to use this unique asset and show the world what the                    

City of Key West has to offer. 

You will find in the RWO proposal that not only have we built out three great days of offshore powerboat racing                     

but we have taken the opportunity to maximize The Truman Waterfront property for all of the benefits it has to                    

offer. This includes the amphitheater which allows us to have opening ceremonies, concerts, special events and                

our week ending concert and awards celebration. Also in the center of the Truman Waterfront property in the                  

large grassy park, we will build out a vendor village that includes local businesses, vendors, special interest groups                  

and much more. 

1.2.17: AWARD AND EXECUTION OF CONTRACT 

SUCCESSFUL PROPOSER WHO IS AWARDED CONTRACT IS TO PROVIDE EVIDENCE OF INSURANCE WITHIN 15              

DAYS RWO is prepared to provide evidence of the required insurance and prepared to negotiate any remaining                 

items for consideration in the contract documents. 

1.2.22: SUBCONTRACTOR AND SUPPLIER INFORMATION 

LIST PROPOSED MAJOR SUBCONTRACTORS - Proposer does not consider needed suppliers and any contracted              

labor for this RFP to be considered as major. Based on the requirements of the RFP, RWO is prepared to supply a                      

list of the largest vendors after RWO has vetted appropriate needs and vendor partners for the Championship                 

Event for the cities approval. 

1.2.23: INSURANCE 

PROPOSER SHALL MAINTAIN INSURANCE IN FULL FORCE THROUGHOUT TERM OF CONTRACT - Race World              

Offshore is prepared to provide all insurance coverage as set forth in RFP ATTACHMENT D. RWO has included                  

evidence of appropriate insurance certificate and our agents license number, see below. As it was noted in the                  

mandatory pre-proposal meeting, February 22nd, since all proposers use the same agent, Rick Felsen, there was                

not a concern by the city that the insurance details for the successful proposer would not be satisfied. 
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1.5.1: QUALIFICATIONS PRESENTATION 

SIMILAR PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS AND PERSONNEL EXPERIENCE- In section 1.1.2 heading Proposer Experience and             

Qualifications it clearly explains Race World team personnel. At the same time, showing their experience and                

history in producing offshore powerboat events, while also highlighting their roles within Race World Offshore.               

These members of Race World Offshore have worked together for many years. RWO successfully brings a superior,                 

well qualified team to produce offshore powerboat racing events. 
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